The C190 has been
designed to endure the
most extreme off-road
conditions and offers
reduced fuel consumption
and vehicle maintenance. It
weighs in at around 310kgs
- which is less than half the
weight of comparable ‘off
road’ traybacks/slide-ons.
Dimensions – 1900mm wide
x 2100 long x 1100 high

The lightest on the market!

‘C190’ CAMPERBACK'

DELUXE

UTILITY CAMPERS

VERSATILITY is the key to this fantastic design!
.

This ultra light camper is an independent living system.
The hard floor which doubles as the roof facilitates an
almost instant setup, with 12oz canvas, large windows
and doors allowing maximum ventilation.
Just over 2 minutes to set the 'Camperback' up in this
scene!

This reduced weight is
instrumental in improving
your fuel economy,
decreasing vehicle wear &
tear and damage to the
valuable Australian
countryside

Standard inbuilt functions - unique
indoor/outdoor kitchen slide allowing
cooking either outside or inside - a two
burner S/S Stove complete with griller
unit - kitchen sink with flick mixer tap fed
by a 12volt pump from the 100 litre water
tank - 2 kitchen pantries with lots of
storage for food and utensils - large
drawer for easy access of clothing and
bedding inside, as well as two handy
shelves for clothing which are accessible
from both inside and outside. It can also

be used as ‘stand alone’ secure with
all cupboards locked on the 4 jacks
supplied.
The use of composite sandwich construction
provides the strength and rigidity, required to
tackle the harsh Australian tracks.
This payload at around 310kgs bare weight,
even includes the tent and standard fittings,
making the C190 the ideal travelling
companion for your utility or trailer.

The quality of the fittings and attention
to detail are second to none and the
C190 is fully gas compliant with a 5 year
warranty (conditions apply).

Handle - easy
opening

LED over kitchen

Cupboard latch protector

Draft shield for gas burners

Master switching

Kitchen cupboards & slide

All these practical features
are standard in the
Camperback but specialised
accessories can add more
capability.

2 x 4kg gas bottles
& battery cupboard

Queen size bed with roof LEDS

LED night light

The living area can be
extended by adding annex
components to suit – with a
simple annex over the kitchen
or add 1 or 2 side walls, or full
front to enclose the whole area
making an extended living
room. On the other side a zip
on Ensuite allows for discreet
personal care option. More
storage cupboards shown.

The C190 can be fitted onto an existing trailer, or we can supply a painted
steel, powder coated or galvanised unit to suit your needs.
This gives you the ability to use the trailer for work/home as well as
recreation with the added advantage of being able to fit it on to a Ute!
Providing an economical recreational option.

Utility Campers is sensitive to the environment and has used aerospace technology to bring their
unrivalled design into the 21st century.
You can find us at – 4 Young St, Bacchus Marsh, Victoria 3340 or Phone: 03 5367 1911 or 0418 171 119
Check our website at www.utilitycampers.com or email at utilitycampers@bacchusmarsh.net.au

